New Generation Economy Bundle for All Ages
#NGECALL $207.99 ($227.98 Value)
Perfect for those on a budget, starting Lively Letters and Sight Words You Can See with students of all ages. Includes:
• Sight Words You Can See personal Size Set

New Generation Standard Bundle for All Ages
#NGSTALL $352.99 ($387.90 Value)
This is the most popular bundle for those using Lively Letters and Sight Words You Can See with students of all ages in individual, small group, or whole class settings. It includes all of the basics, and a few of the most popular supplemental products for students of all ages. Includes:
• New Generation Lively Letters Phonics Songs CD
• 6 New Generation Lively Letters Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Mini Card sets
• New Generation Let’s Practice Reading with TLC Reproducible Workbook
• Sight Words You Can See Personal Size Set
• Reading with TLC Tote Bag

New Generation Class/Inclusion for Grades 1 & 2
#NGCLG12 $609.99 ($669.89 Value)
This bundle is the perfect package for educators or clinicians providing Lively Letters and Sight Words You Can See instruction for Grade 1 or 2 students, and providing whole class and/or group instruction. This comprehensive bundle includes all sizes of the Lively Letters lowercase cards, a few of the most popular books, and other popular resources for this grade level. Includes:
• New Generation Lively Letters Class Size Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
• New Generation Lively Letters Phonics Songs CD
• New Generation Lively Letters Reproducible Lowercase Coloring/Activity Book
• 6 New Generation Lively Letters Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Mini Card sets

New Generation Economy Bundle for Kindergarten
#NGECKIN $248.99 ($272.97 Value)
Perfect for those on a budget and starting Lively Letters and Sight Words You Can See with students in Kindergarten. Includes:
• Sight Words You Can See personal Size Set

New Generation Standard Bundle for Kindergarten
#NGSTKIN $504.99 ($553.90 Value)
This is the most popular bundle for those implementing Lively Letters and Sight Words You Can See with kindergarten students in individual, small group, or whole class settings. It includes all of the basics, and a few of the most popular lowercase and uppercase supplemental products for kindergarten aged students. Includes:
• New Generation Lively Letters Basic Size Uppercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
• New Generation Lively Letters Phonics Songs CD
• New Generation Lively Letters Reproducible Lowercase Coloring/Activity Book
• New Generation Lively Letters Reproducible Uppercase Coloring/Activity Book
• 6 New Generation Lively Letters Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Mini Card sets
• 6 New Generation Lively Letters Uppercase Picture and Plain Letter Mini Card sets
• New Generation Let’s Practice Reading with TLC Reproducible Workbook
• Sight Words You Can See Personal Size Set
• Reading with TLC Tote Bag
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Lively Letters™ and Sight Words You Can See™

New Generation Class/Inclusion Bundle for Kindergarten #NGCLKIN $818.99 ($899.85 Value)
Complete with basic, mini, and classroom sizes of the Lively Letters lowercase and uppercase cards, both sizes of the Sight Words You Can See cards, five of the most popular supplemental books, and other resources, this is the perfect package for educators or clinicians providing whole class and group instruction to kindergarten students. Includes:
• New Generation Lively Letters Basic Size Uppercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
• New Generation Lively letters Class Size Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
• New Generation Lively Letters Class Size Uppercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
• New Generation Lively Letters Lowercase Poem & Lyrics Book
• New Generation Lively letters Uppercase Poem & Lyrics Book
• New Generation Lively Letters Phonics Songs CD
• New Generation Lively Letters Reproducible Lowercase Coloring/Activity Book
• New Generation Lively Letters Reproducible Uppercase Coloring/Activity Book
• 6 New Generation Lively Letters Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Mini Card sets
• 6 New Generation Lively Letters Uppercase Picture and Plain Letter Mini Card sets
• New Generation Let’s Practice Reading with TLC Reproducible Workbook
• Sight Words You Can See Personal Size Set
• Sight Words You Can See Class Size Cards
• Reading with TLC Tote Bag

New Generation Economy Bundle for Pre-K #NGECPRE $199.99 ($219.98 Value)
This bundle is great for parents and guardians getting started with using Lively Letters and Sight Words You Can See with their children, either supplementing what is being learned in the classroom, teaching the strategies on their own.
• New Generation Lively Letters Basic Size Uppercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards

New Generation Standard Bundle for Pre-K #NGSTPRE $395.99 ($434.92 Value)
All the basics and a few of the most popular lowercase and uppercase supplemental products needed to implement Lively Letters with preschool students in the classroom or as a clinician. Includes:
• New Generation Lively Letters Basic Size Uppercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
• New Generation Lively Letters Phonics Songs CD

New Generation Class Inclusion Bundle for Pre-K #NGCLPRE $674.99 ($740.88 Value)
Complete with basic, mini, and classroom sizes of the lowercase and uppercase cards, as well as the most popular supplemental books and other resources for PreK students, this bundle is perfect for classroom teachers or special service providers implementing Lively Letters in small group and whole class settings. Includes:
• New Generation Lively Letters Basic Size Uppercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
• New Generation Lively Letters Basic Size Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
• New Generation Lively Letters Lowercase Poem & Lyrics Book
• New Generation Lively letters Uppercase Poem & Lyrics Book
• New Generation Lively Letters Phonics Songs CD
• New Generation Lively Letters Reproducible Lowercase Coloring/Activity Book
• New Generation Lively Letters Reproducible Uppercase Coloring/Activity Book
• 6 New Generation Lively Letters Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Mini Card sets
• 6 New Generation Lively Letters Uppercase Picture and Plain Letter Mini Card sets
• New Generation Let’s Practice Reading with TLC Reproducible Workbook
• Sight Words You Can See Personal Size Set
• Reading with TLC Tote Bag

New Generation Economy Bundle for Parents #NGECPAR $167.99 ($184.98 Value)
This bundle is great for parents/guardians getting started or supplementing what is being learned in the classroom. Bundle includes:
• New Generation Lively Letters Basic Set for Parents (includes New Generation Lively Letters Parents’ Guide and New Generation Lively Letters Basic Size Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards)
• Sight Words You Can See Personal Size Set
New Generation Standard Bundle for Parents
#NGSTPAR $296.99 ($326.93 Value)
This is the most popular bundle for parents and guardians implementing Lively Letters and Sight Words You Can See with their children. Along with the parent basics, it includes a few of the most popular supplemental products. This is being used to supplement what is being learned in the classroom, or for teaching the strategies at home. Includes:
• New Generation Lively Letters Phonics Songs CD
• 2 New Generation Lively Letters Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Mini Card sets
• New Generation Let’s Practice Reading with TLC Reproducible Workbook
• Sight Words You Can See Personal Size Set

New Generation Lively Letters™ with Music & Class Bundle #NGMUCLA $334.99 ($367.96 Value)
This is an economical way to start using Lively Letters™ in the classroom with some of the most popular Lively Letters™ materials. Although not as complete a package as the Pre-K, Kindergarten, or Grades 1 & 2 Class/Inclusion Bundles, this package has the necessary materials for whole class and small group Lively Letters™ instruction. Includes:
• New Generation Lively Letters Class Size Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
• New Generation Lively Letters Phonics Songs CD
• 6 New Generation Lively Letters Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Mini Card sets

New Generation Lively Letters™ Uppercase Supplemental Bundle #NGUPSUP $207.99 ($227.95 Value)
For those who already have the lowercase products, this bundle, featuring only uppercase materials, has all three sizes of the cards and the supplemental books that contain the Lively uppercase characters. Includes:
• New Generation Lively Letters Basic Size Uppercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
• New Generation Lively Letters Class Size Uppercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
• 6 New Generation Lively Letters Uppercase Picture and Plain Letter Mini Card sets
• New Generation Lively Letters Reproducible Uppercase Coloring/Activity Book
• New Generation Lively Letters Uppercase Poem & Lyrics Book

New Generation Reading with TLC Whole Kit ’n Kaboodle Bundle #NGWHOLE $1,061.76 ($1,167.78 Value)
This is our most comprehensive bundle, containing almost every Lively Letters and Sight Words product. Includes:
• New Generation Lively Letters Uppercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
• New Generation Lively Letters Spanish Translations Book
• New Generation Lively Letters Class Size Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
• New Generation Lively Letters Class Size Uppercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
• New Generation Lively Letters Hand/Mouth Cue Picture Cards
• New Generation Lively Letters Phonics Songs CD
• New Generation Lively Letters Reproducible Lowercase Coloring/Activity Book
• New Generation Lively Letters Reproducible Uppercase Coloring/Activity Book
• New Generation Lively Letters Lowercase Poem and Lyrics book
• New Generation Lively Letters Uppercase Poem and Lyrics Book
• 6 New Generation Lively Letters Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Mini Card sets
• 6 New Generation Lively Letters Uppercase Picture and Plain Letter Mini Card sets
• New Generation TLC Reproducible Phonics Dot Game Book
• New Generation TLC Reproducible Phonics Tic Tac Toe Game Book
• New Generation Let’s Practice Reading with TLC Reproducible Workbook
• Reading with TLC Word Cards, Set One
• Reading with TLC Word Cards, Set Two
• Phonological Awareness Activities for Learning Book
• Sight Words You Can See Personal Size Set
• Sight Words You Can See Class Size Cards
• Reading with TLC Tote Bag

SINGLE ITEMS:

New Generation Lively Letters™ Basic Set
#NGBASET $174.99
This core set of materials includes the newly revised Lively Letters Instruction Manual, 4th Edition, and the Lively Letters Basic Size Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards. This revised instruction manual contains 150 more pages of easy-to-follow instructions for developing phonemic awareness, phonics, and speech production skills, with more lesson ideas, progress monitoring tools, sample classroom scope and sequences, modifications for different students, and much more. The study box includes 48 new generation lowercase colorful letter picture cards with mnemonic cues and 55 plain letter cards, as well as a handy letter sound sequence sheet. The upgraded Lively Letters pictures, now larger, are aligned correctly for size and position, and feature more gender equality and cultural diversity.
Lively Letters™ and Sight Words You Can See™

New Generation Lively Letters™ Basic Set for Parents
#NGPSET $131.99
This core set comes with the newly revised Lively Letters Parents’ Guide, 2nd Edition, and the Lively Letters Basic Set Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards. The boxed cards have 48 colorful, mnemonic letter picture cards and 55 plain letter cards, now featuring correct sizing and alignment for position, as well as more gender equality and cultural diversity. The guide, specifically written in lay terms for parents and guardians, and now 97 pages longer, has clearly detailed instructions on how to implement the Lively Letters program at home. This set provides a great way for parents and guardians to support the Lively Letters services their children are receiving in school or therapy, or to provide Lively Letters instruction to children who are not receiving this program elsewhere.

#NGINMAN $115.99
This newly revised instruction manual contains over 150 more pages of easy-to-follow instructions for developing phonemic awareness, phonics, and speech production skills, using Lively Letters. It now contains stories and hand cue photos for both lower case and uppercase letters, along with more lesson ideas, progress monitoring tools, sample scope and sequences for K and 1 classrooms (moderate and fast paces), modifications for different students, and a section on accuracy and automaticity. Lesson plan templates for reading and spelling are also included, as well as updated and more in-depth descriptions of the Lively Letters strategies.

New Generation Lively Letters™ Basic Size Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
#NGBASLO $69.99
This boxed set includes 48 colorful picture letter cards with mnemonic cues and 55 plain letter cards. The single letters are 4.325”w x 6.125”h and double letter cards are 6.25”w x 6.125”h, with evenly sized and better aligned letters for correct position on the page. The Lively Letters pictures now feature more gender equality and cultural diversity, and the new designs are even more engaging than the characters in the classic set that is famous for improving phonemic awareness, phonics, and speech production. A letter sound sequence card is included for easy reference during program implementation.

#NGPARGU $64.99
This newly revised guide for parents and guardians, now 97 pages longer, includes all of the stories for uppercase and lowercase letter cards, a small picture of each letter character, the mouth cue photo, and pronunciation guide to enhance introduction of the letter sounds. It now includes updated strategies, more word lists, and engaging activities, plus reproducible dialogue boxes so parents can paste the stories right onto the backs of the picture letter cards. This guide, clearly written in lay terms for parents and guardians, has detailed instructions on how to implement the program at home. Parents and guardians can learn how to support the Lively Letters services their children are receiving in school or therapy, or to provide Lively Letters instruction to children who are not receiving this program elsewhere.

New Generation Lively Letters™ Spanish Translations: Phonics Stories for the English Sounds, Uppercase & Lowercase (Book)
#NGSPANT $34.99
This book contains all of the Lively Letters uppercase and lowercase stories translated into Spanish by bilingual speech language pathologist, Angela Livingston, M.S., CCC-SLP, TSSLD-B.E. These stories, written in Spanish, will help elicit the English sounds of the letters, using familiar terminology and mnemonic cues to make longstanding impressions. The important information regarding differences between English and Spanish letter sounds is addressed in the stories whenever pertinent. The Spanish translations of the Lively Letters stories match the recordings of these stories that are found in the Lively Letters Phonics App. The Spanish Translations Book does not include the instructions for implementing the complete Lively Letters program, including the decoding and encoding word play activities, or other information needed for program implementation. For that reason, it is highly recommended that those working with students also use the Lively Letters Instruction Manual.

New Generation Lively Letters™ Basic Size Uppercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
#NGBASUP $44.99
This sturdy box contains 27 uppercase Lively Letters cards with colorful mnemonic pictures and 26 plain letter uppercase letter cards. The cues for the uppercase pictures match, or are very similar to, those for the lowercase cards. The letter cards are 4.325”w x 6.125”h. They’re perfect for providing small group and individual lessons. Evenly sized and aligned for position, the newly upgraded picture letters feature gender equality and cultural diversity. This box also includes a small booklet with the stories for introducing the uppercase letter sounds and a letter sound sequence card for easy reference.

New Generation Lively Letters™ Class Size Lowercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
#NGCLALO $123.99
This sturdy boxed set includes 27 uppercase Lively Letters cards with colorful mnemonic pictures and 55 plain letter cards. The single letters are 8.65”w x 12.25”h and double letter cards are 13”w x 12.25”h. These cards are perfect for providing whole classroom or large group lessons, as students can see the details on these very large cards from a distance. Evenly sized and better aligned for position, the newly upgraded picture letters feature more gender equality and cultural diversity. They are even more engaging than the classic set that is famous for improving phonemic awareness, phonics, and speech production. The included letter sound sequence card is an easy reference tool for teachers.

New Generation Lively Letters™ Class Size Uppercase Picture and Plain Letter Cards
#NGCLAU $78.99
This sturdy box contains 27 uppercase Lively Letters cards with colorful mnemonic pictures and 26 uppercase plain letter cards. The cues for the uppercase pictures match, or are very similar to, those for the lowercase cards. The letter cards are 11”w x 12.25”h. They’re perfect for providing whole classroom or large group lessons, as students can see the details on these very large cards from a distance. Evenly sized and aligned for position, the newly upgraded picture letters feature more gender equality and cultural diversity. They are even more engaging than the classic set that is famous for improving phonemic awareness, phonics, and speech production. The included letter sound sequence card is an easy reference tool for teachers.
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feature gender equality and cultural diversity. This box also includes a small booklet with the stories for introducing the uppercase letter sounds. The included letter sound sequence sheet is an easy reference tool for teachers.

**New Generation Let’s Practice Reading with TLC Reproducible Workbook** #NGLETSP $65.99

Newly revised with clearer directions, more engaging activities, and more pages of pen and paper practice, this reproducible workbook helps bring decoding and encoding skills to automaticity while keeping students engaged and motivated to practice skills. The book includes practice at all levels of the Reading with TLC program, including isolated sounds, reading and spelling words with consonant blends, vowel digraphs, multisyllable words, and sight words. As motivating as it is beneficial, these pages are sure to bring students to the next level of success.

**New Generation Lively Letters™ Lowercase Poem and Plain Letter Mini Card Sets**

Our new mini cards are a little larger than the classic version, with each set of mini cards including 2 full color sheets of Lively Letters characters and 3 sheets of plain letters. For those playing the famous Lively Letters “Human – Alien” game, the sets also include pictures of a human and an alien character for more engaging fun with real and nonsense word decoding and encoding. Perfect for students working on words at their desks or at tables, the mini cards help instructors implement the program in whole class, small group, and individual settings. They come with options for 2 sets, 6 sets, or 25 sets.  

NGLOMIN2 2 Sets $17.99  
NGLOMIN6 6 Sets $43.99  
NGLOMIN25 25 Sets $141.99

**New Generation Lively Letters™ Uppercase**

These new uppercase mini card sets come with one full color sheet of Lively Letters uppercase characters, and one sheet of plain uppercase letters. The cues for the uppercase pictures match, or are very similar to, those for the lowercase cards. These mini cards are great for drilling uppercase letter sounds and transitioning from lowercase to uppercase letters. Perfect for students working on letters at their desks or at tables, the mini cards help instructors implement the program in whole class, small group, and individual settings. They come in sets of 2, 6, and 25.  

NGUPMIN2 2 Sets $7.99  
NGUPMIN6 6 Sets $17.99  
NGUPMIN25 25 Sets $56.99

**New Generation Lively Letters™ Phonics Songs CD** #NGMUSCD $24.99

This CD contains all of the songs for the 47 characters, with tunes that are diverse and engaging and mnemonic lyrics that are humorous and memorable. The CD comes with a booklet that has the pictures of all of the lowercase letters and the printed lyrics for those who want to follow along.

**New Generation Lively Letters™ Hand & Mouth Cue Photo Cards** #NGHNDMO $45.99

In this set, 48 full-color photo cards depict the hand and mouth cues for the associated Lively Letter™ sounds and stories. The engaging photos are used by Lively Letters instructors as they teach the letter sounds to students. The photos can be shown to the students who are learning the mouth cues, and they can be used by instructors as a handy reference of the mouth cues. Activities such as the match game, charades, and sounding out words with the mouth cue photos are fun and motivating for students.

**New Generation Lively Letters™ Reproducible Lowercase Coloring Activity Book** #NGLCOLR $59.99

This 8.5” x 11” book contains 3 different activities for each of the lowercase Lively Letters characters. The first page is a coloring book page, with a summary that can be shared with parents and guardians. The second page, a big, bubble letter, is great for drawing in the cues, practicing printing, or gluing objects that begin with the letter sound. The third page has a smaller version of each, with rows for printing practice and boxes for drawing objects that contain that sound.

**New Generation Lively Letters™ Reproducible Uppercase Coloring Activity Book** #NGUCOLR $42.99

This 8.5” x 11” book contains 3 different activities for each of the uppercase Lively Letters characters. The first page is a coloring book page, with a summary that can be shared with parents and guardians. The second page, a big, bubble letter, is great for drawing in the cues, practicing printing, or gluing objects that begin with the letter sound. The third page has a smaller version of each, with rows for printing practice and boxes for drawing objects that contain that sound.

**New Generation Lively Letters™ Lowercase Poem and Lyrics Book** #NGLPOEM $59.99

This engaging supplemental book features 8.5” x 11” pages with full-color pictures of all of the lowercase Lively Letters characters. The page facing each picture shows a humorous poem about the Lively Letters character, along with a brief summary of the letter sound story, hand cue, and pronunciation. One great bonus is the fact that these poems are actually also the lyrics to the Lively Letters Phonics Songs. This popular product is used as an enrichment activity after a letter sound has been introduced. Students enjoy listening to the poems, or turning the pages while listening to, and singing the songs.

**New Generation Lively Letters™ Uppercase Poem and Lyrics Book** #NGUPOEM $42.99

This engaging supplemental book features 8.5” x 11” pages with full-color pictures of all of the uppercase Lively Letters characters. The page facing each picture shows a humorous poem about the Lively Letters character, along with a brief summary of the letter sound story, hand cue, and pronunciation. One great bonus is the fact that these poems are actually also the lyrics to the Lively Letters Phonics Songs. This popular product is used as an enrichment activity after a letter sound has been introduced. Students enjoy listening to the poems, or viewing the pictures while listening to, and singing the songs.
New Generation Reading with TLC Phonics Dot Games Reproducible Workbook #NGDOTGM $45.99
150 pages of the classic dot games that have embedded letters and words for fun practice of letter sounds and word decoding. The games are filled with Lively Letters characters, isolated plain letters and words from CVC level to words with vowel digraphs and double and triple consonant blends. This book also contains practice with multisyllable words and sight words.

New Generation Reading with TLC Phonics Tic Tac Toe Games Reproducible Workbook #NGTICBK $45.99
150 pages of the classic tic-tac-toe games that have embedded letters and words for fun practice of letter sounds and word decoding. The games are filled with Lively Letters characters, isolated plain letters and words from CVC level to words with vowel digraphs and double and triple consonant blends. This book also contains practice with multisyllable words and sight words.

Phonological Awareness Activities for Learning (P.A.A.L) #NGPAAALB $36.99
Created by speech language pathologist, Karen Bullock, M. Ed, this book of simple, engaging activities helps youngsters develop early literacy skills and is a great addition for those working with students at PreK - first grade levels. Skills addressed are rhyme awareness, sound blending, sound segmenting, and the vocabulary of reading.

Reading with TLC Word Cards - Set 1 #NGWORD1 $28.99
This popular supplemental product helps to build single word reading accuracy and automaticity. Containing 1200 real and nonsense words printed on card stock, this resource is perfect for cutting up and using in games and activities to practice reading at the “word card” level, as prescribed in the Lively Letters program. This set includes words with the following patterns: CVC, CVC (silent e), CCVC, CCCVC, VCC, CVCC, and CVVC.

Reading with TLC Word Cards - Set 2 #NGWORD2 $28.99
This popular supplemental product helps to build single word reading accuracy and automaticity. Containing 1300 real and nonsense words printed on card stock, this resource is perfect for cutting up and using in games and activities to practice reading at the “word card” level, as prescribed in the Lively Letters program. This set includes words with the following patterns: consonant blend words up through CCCVCCC, all vowel combinations, hard/ soft “c” and “g”, “y” as a vowel, open syllables (CV), and consonant –“l-e” syllables.

Sight Words You Can See - Personal Size Set #NGSIPER $52.99
This core set of materials, an integral component of Reading with TLC, trains the ability to read and spell 84 of the most common, phonetically irregular sight words. Imagery and humorous stories help teach the most challenging, phonetically irregular, abstract sight words, such as "come," "have," and "want. This set includes the easy-to-read instruction manual, as well as picture and plain sight word cards. The sight word cards, printed on seven sheets of colored card stock, feature mnemonic picture cues drawn in and around the words. The matching plain word cards are printed on seven sheets of white card stock. The user-friendly manual provides step-by-step instructions, all of the mnemonic stories for teaching the sight words, testing sheets, and practice activities. The word card sheets contain 12 words per 8.5” x 11” page, making them perfect to cut up and use for small group work or individualized instruction.

Sight Words You Can See - Class Size Set #NGSICLA $73.99
This core set of materials, printed on larger cards for whole classroom use, trains the ability to read and spell 84 of the most common, phonetically irregular sight words. Imagery and humorous stories help teach the most challenging, phonetically irregular, abstract sight words, such as "come," "have," and "want. This set includes the easy-to-read instruction manual, as well as picture and plain sight word cards. The sight word cards, printed on 42 sheets of colored card stock have mnemonic picture cues drawn in and around the words on colored card stock. The matching plain word cards are printed on 42 sheets of white card stock. The user-friendly manual provides step-by-step instructions, all of the mnemonic stories for teaching the sight words, testing sheets, and practice activities. The word card sheets contain two words per 8.5” x 11” page, making them perfect to cut up and use for whole classroom or large group instruction.

Sight Words You Can See - Class Size Cards #NGSICCD $39.99
A perfect complement to the personal size set, this set includes 84 words with mnemonic cues drawn in and around the words on colored card stock and 84 plain words on white card stock. The word cards contain 2 words per 8.5” x 11” page, making them perfect for large group work or whole class lessons. Imagery and humorous stories help teach the most challenging, phonetically irregular, abstract sight words, such as "come," "have," and "want.

New Generation Lively Letters™ Monthly Motivational Coloring Pages #NGEMOCO $3.99
This reproducible e-product, available for instant download, provides twelve 8.5” x 11” black and white motivational coloring pages, with each page featuring a different Lively Letters™ character who is representing a particular month of the year. For instance, November features our Lively Letters “p” serving a turkey at Thanksgiving, and April features the “u” holding an umbrella in the rain. Each monthly page also provides a motivational character building activity for students to do.
New Generation Lively Letters™ Monthly Motivational Posters #NGEMOPL $3.99
This reproducible e-product, available for instant download, provides twelve 8.5” x 11” or 11” x 17” colored motivational posters, with each poster featuring a different Lively Letters™ character who is representing a particular month of the year. For instance, November features our Lively Letters “p” serving a turkey at Thanksgiving and April features the “u” holding an umbrella in the rain. Each monthly poster provides a motivating character building activity for students to do.
#NGEMOPS 8.5” x 11”
#NGEMOPL 11” x 17”

Reading with TLC Zippered Tote Bag
#NGTOTEB $24.99
This colorful and convenient 14 ” X 17” X 5” sturdy tote bag is perfect for carrying your Lively Letters and Sight Words You Can See products from room to room or for neatly storing products on your classroom shelves. Complete with a zippered close and outside pockets for essentials, equipped educators can roam the halls in lively TLC style!

Lively Letters Phonics App
Available from iTunes App Store $29.99
The award-winning Lively Letters Phonics App, on iPad and iPhone, contains three main activities and many features. The Flashing activity helps to teach and practice letter sounds, and includes all of the pictures of lowercase and uppercase letters, as well as the plain letters. Recordings of the letter sound stories in English, and in Spanish, make it easy to introduce the letter sounds to your students. All of the songs, a handwriting feature, and a recording feature elevate the engagement factor. The versatile Tracking activity is where you can practice moving the letters around using the Lively Letters manipulation strategies, and it comes with the Lively Letters “Human – Alien” game. The Matching activity lets you match different program components, including matching uppercase to lowercase letters, Lively Letters to plain letters, pictures to pictures, and plain letters to plain letters. The progress monitoring feature makes it easy to keep track of your students’ progress. Used by educators and parents, this is used as a great supplement to the print materials.

Lively Letters Phonics Songs
Digital Downloads
Along with being available on a CD, the songs are also available for purchase through iTunes, Google Play, and Amazon MP3.

Consistently Proven to Yield Quick, Dramatic Gains

Results: York County, ME
DIBELS Data - “Phoneme Segmentation Fluency”
Students with no Lively Letters in K entered 1st grade with 20% at “deficit.”
Students with Lively Letters in K entered 1st grade with only 4% at “deficit.”

“This is the first time I have felt that ALL kinds of learners are engaged as phonics is taught!”
- Anne, Special Education Teacher, Rhode Island

Get the most out of your Reading with TLC materials. Visit our website for more information on our programs and professional development offerings, including full trainings in Lively Letters, free overviews, and Hot Topic webinars by internationally renowned speakers.
www.readingwithtlc.com
### Order Form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Product Title</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Extended Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Shipping & Handling Fees:**

- To continental U.S., 10% of subtotal
- To Canada, 16% of subtotal
- Elsewhere, please call for rates: 1.781.331.7412

**Bill To:**

- 
- 
- 
- 

**Ship To:** *(if different from billing address)*

- 
- 
- 
- 

**REQUIRED INFORMATION:**

- **phone:** 
- **email:** 

---

**Subtotal:** 
**Discount off Subtotal:**  
**Shipping & Handling Fees:** *(Calculate from Subtotal. See box on left for rates)*  
**MA Sales Tax:** 6.25% of Subtotal:  

**TOTAL DUE:**

---

This order is being paid by:

- Purchase order - PO#________ Check #________ (payable to Reading with TLC)
- Mastercard/Visa/Discover/AMEX #________

Exp. Date: ______/_______/________  
*(your signature *required)*